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Abstract

In this paper we address the problem of motion event

detection in athlete recordings from individual sports. In

contrast to recent end-to-end approaches, we propose to

use 2D human pose sequences as an intermediate repre-

sentation that decouples human motion from the raw video

information. Combined with domain-adapted athlete track-

ing, we describe two approaches to event detection on pose

sequences and evaluate them in complementary domains:

swimming and athletics. For swimming, we show how ro-

bust decision rules on pose statistics can detect different

motion events during swim starts, with a F1 score of over

91% despite limited data. For athletics, we use a convolu-

tional sequence model to infer stride-related events in long

and triple jump recordings, leading to highly accurate de-

tections with 96% in F1 score at only ±5ms temporal de-

viation. Our approach is not limited to these domains and

shows the flexibility of pose-based motion event detection.

1. Introduction

Performance analysis of athletes in sports is increasingly

driven by quantitative methods, with recording, monitoring

and analyzing key performance parameters on a large scale.

This is facilitated by the availability of video and other sen-

sory hardware as well as the opportunities for automation

with recent advances in machine learning. Video based

method are of special interest, where athletes are tracked

by one or multiple cameras to infer parameters and statis-

tics in individual and team sports. This form of external

monitoring does not rely on direct sensor instrumentation

of athletes [6, 14], which in turn could affect the athletes’

performance or limit measurements to very specific training

sites.

In this work we propose a vision-based system specifi-

cally for event detection in athlete motion. The main ob-

jective is to detect points in time, where characteristic as-

pects of an athlete’s motion occur. Our focus lies on prac-

tical solutions that can be adopted to different sports, event

definitions and visual environments. In recent years, many

approaches to visual (motion) event detection, or more

general to action recognition, are full-stack vision models

[8, 20, 24]. They directly try to solve the mapping from

images or video clips to very specific motion or action re-

lated objectives. The drawback of this end-to-end paradigm

is that transferring and adapting to other domains usually

requires a large amount of annotated image or video mate-

rial and carefully tuning many parameters. In contrast, we

encourage the effective decoupling of the video-to-motion-

event translation, by using temporal human pose sequences

as a suitable intermediate motion representation. This al-

lows us to built upon existing state-of-the-art vision models,

in this case for human pose estimation, as much as possible.

The compact pose sequences serve as the basis for much

smaller and simpler event detection models. We address the

problem of detecting motion events for performance ana-

lytics in two domains: swimming as well as long and triple

jump. In both cases the goal is to precisely extract times-

tamps of certain motion aspects that in turn can be used

to infer timing and frequency parameters. We purposely

choose rather different domains to show the generality of

our approach.

For swimming, we consider an instrumented swimming

pool with synchronized cameras mounted above and un-

der water at the side of the pool. The four cameras cover

the first 20 meters of the pool and are specifically used for

swim start training. They record the jump from the start-

ing block, the dive-in into the water and the initial under

water phase of a single athlete under test. Due to the fixed

viewpoints we have strong prior knowledge of what motion

will occur where, i.e. in which camera, and in which or-

der. At the same time, only a limited number of recordings

with labeled temporal events is available. For this scenario,

temporal motion events can be detected from 2D pose se-

quences by directly extracting pose statistics and deciding

on event occurrences with simple heuristics. We show that
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Figure 1. Examples of event detections obtained with our method. Left: Events detected in swim start recordings, including the jump-off,

the dive-in and the start of dolphin kicks. Right: Detections of begin and end of ground contact for a triple jump athlete.

despite the lack of data, domain specific knowledge can be

employed to still obtain robust event detections.

For long- and triple jump, we use recordings of indivi-

dual athletes with a single pannable camera. The camera is

positioned at the side of the running track and records the

run-up, the jump(s) and the landing in the sand pit. Com-

pared to swimming, this scenario is rather complementary.

The recordings cover many different tracks during training

and competitions, leading to varying viewpoints and scales.

Due to the pannable camera, the viewpoint is also chang-

ing during a video. Additionally, there is more variabil-

ity in timing and location of the observed motion, depend-

ing on the camera tracking, the length of the run-up and

the step frequency. We show how a moderately sized set

of event-annotated recordings can be used to learn a CNN-

based sequence-to-sequence translation. The idea is to map

estimated 2d pose sequences extracted from the recordings

to a timing estimate of event occurrences. We enhance this

approach with a novel pose normalization and augmenta-

tion strategy for more robust and stable estimates. Figure 1

shows examples of video recordings and detected events.

2. Related work

A lot of prior literature focuses on the tasks of visual mo-

tion event detection and action segmentation in sports. We

briefly review existing approaches based on their method-

ology, and in particular the type of motion representation

they use, if any. One possibility is to use semantically rich

motion capture data to infer action type and duration of an

athlete. [4] use 3D pose data from a RGB-D sensor to iden-

tify characteristic poses in martial arts with a probabilistic

model. Similarly, [3] use motion capture data to segment

the motion during general physical exercises into different

actions. Limited to regular monocular video recordings,

[16] describe the usage of low-level video segmentation fea-

tures in high-diving. They fit a simple body model on the

segmented video areas and use a probabilistic model to infer

the most likely action. [26] use estimated athlete velocities

from motion segmentation for a high-level semantic classi-

fication of long jump actions. More similar to our approach,

[27] use noisy 2D pose estimates of athletes in sprints. They

align lane markers with the 2D poses to infer step frequen-

cies, but with a much lower precision compared to our work.

[17] use pose similarity and temporal structure in pose se-

quences to segment athlete motion into sequential phases,

but again with limited temporal precision. Directly related

to our work, [5] introduces a deep learning based frame-

work for sparse event detection in 2D pose sequences. Parts

of our work build and improve on that foundation. Lastly,

there are multiple approaches that omit an intermediate mo-

tion representation and directly infer events from video re-

cordings. [8] use temporally pooled CNN features directly

from soccer broadcasts to classify player actions. [23] use

highly specific body part detectors for swimmers in hand-

held camera recordings. They extract video frames with

certain body configurations that mark the start of a swim-

ming stroke. [10, 24, 25] consider a similar task, but pro-

pose a video-based CNN architecture to detect swimming

athletes in specific body configurations. Our work shares

the notion of event detection based on body configuration,

but we aim at a more modular and flexible solution due to

the intermediate pose representation.

3. Method

The main motivation behind our approach is to use the

human pose as a compact description of an athlete’s mo-

tion over time. It decouples the highly specific objective

of motion event detection in particular sports from the low-

level problem of inferring information from video data di-

rectly. Given a video of length N , our goal is to describe

it with a pose sequence of the athlete of interest. Each

pose p ∈ R
K×2 is the configuration of K 2D keypoints

in a specific video frame that describe characteristic points

of the human body. Depending on the body model, the K
keypoints usually coincide with joints of the human skele-

ton. Each keypoint is represented by its image coordinates.



From a suitable camera viewpoint, such a sequence of 2D

keypoints configurations captures the essence of motion of

the human body. In the following, we describe our pro-

posed approach to track a single athlete and his pose over

time and to map the resulting pose sequence to the desired

motion events.

3.1. Motion representation with pose estimates

In order to infer the pose of the athlete of interest in every

video frame, we build upon the vast and successful work on

human pose estimation in images. The CNN architectures

for human pose estimation that emerged over the last years

have reached levels of accuracy that enable their direct us-

age in practical applications, including sports. In this work

we use a modified variant of Mask R-CNN [11], fine-tuned

on sampled and annotated video frames from our applica-

tion domains. The main advantage of Mask R-CNN lies

in the single, end-to-end pipeline for multi-person detection

and per-person pose estimation. From a practical point of

view it is easier to implement, train and embed only a sin-

gle CNN into an application. We use the common version of

Mask R-CNN with a ResNet-101 [12] and Feature Pyramid

Network (FPN) resolution aggregation [19]. We addition-

ally evaluate a high resolution variant of Mask R-CNN [5],

which estimates keypoints at double the usual resolution.

3.2. Tracking and merging pose sequences

Recordings from individual sports typically depict mul-

tiple persons: the athlete of interest, as well as other athletes

and bystanders. Our swimming recordings often show ad-

ditional swimmers in the background. Videos from athlet-

ics show observers and other athletes surrounding the run-

ning track. We therefore need to track the athlete of interest

by assigning the correct detection and pose to each video

frame. Compared to general pose tracking, i.e. finding pose

sequences for all people in a video, we only need to find a

pose sequence for a single athlete. We therefore propose a

generic and adaptable tracking strategy that can include do-

main knowledge about the expected pose and motion of the

athlete, with a simple track, merge and rank mechanism.

3.2.1 Initial pose tracks

We start by processing a video frame-by-frame with Mask

R-CNN. During fine-tuning to our application domains, we

train Mask R-CNN to actively suppress the non-relevant

persons. However, this is not always possible, as the athlete

of interest can be similar to other persons in a video frame

with respect to appearance and scale. Therefore, we obtain

up to D person detections in every frame. We denote the de-

tection candidates at frame t as ct = {dt,1, . . . , dt,D}. Each

detection is described by dt,i = (xt,i, yt,i, wt,i, ht,i, st,i),
with the center, width, height and detection score of the

bounding box enclosing the detected person. Each detected

person has its corresponding pose estimate pt,i. Given ct
for every video frame, we want to find the detection (and

pose) track belonging to the athlete of interest.

We start to build initial tracks by linking temporally ad-

jacent detections that are highly likely to belong to the same

person. We employ an intersection over union (IoU) crite-

rion, since we expect the changes of the athlete’s position

and scale from one frame to another to be small. By greed-

ily and iteratively linking detections throughout the video,

we gain an initial set of detection tracks T1, . . . ,TL. Each

track has start and end times t1 and t2 and consists of se-

quential detections, with Tj = (dt1, dt1+1, . . . , dt2), where

dt ∈ ct ∀dt ∈ Tj (1)

and

IoU (dt, dt+1) > τIoU ∀(dt, dt+1) ∈ Tj . (2)

We use a very strict IoU threshold of τIoU = 0.75, since we

do not use backtracking to re-link individual detection later.

3.2.2 Track merging

Due to imperfect or missing detections we need to merge

tracks that are divided by small detection gaps. Two tracks

Ti,Tj can only be considered for merging, if they are tem-

porally close, but disjoint, i.e. t1,j − t2,i ∈ [1, τgap]. We

apply up to three criteria whether to merge the tracks. First,

there has to be some spatial overlap between the detections

at the end of Ti and the beginning of Tj , i.e. an IoU > 0.

Second, both tracks should contain detections of similar

scale. Since the athlete moves approximately parallel to the

image plane, his size should be roughly the same throughout

a video, and more so in the two separate detection tracks:

|Tj |

|Ti|
·

∑
d∈Ti

dw · dh∑
d∈Tj

dw · dh
∈ [

1

τscale

, τscale] (3)

Lastly, in the case of swimming, we expect the athlete to

always move in the same horizontal direction through the

fixed camera views. Both tracks should therefore move in

the same horizontal direction:

sgn (dt2,i,x − dt1,i,x) = sgn (dt2,j,x − dt1,j,x) (4)

After greedily merging the initial tracks according to those

criteria, we get our final track candidates T′
1, . . . ,T

′
M .

3.2.3 Track ranking

In order to select the detection track belonging to the athlete

of interest, we rank all final track candidates according to

the expected pose and motion of the athlete. We impose

four different rankings rk(T
′
i) → [1,M ] on the tracks: (1)



Figure 2. Swimmer detections after track merging in an under wa-

ter camera. Track ranking selects the correct track (red). Sup-

pressed tracks of background swimmers are superimposed in dif-

ferent colors (yellow → blue). Only every 15th detection is shown.

The largest bounding box, (2) the highest average detection

score, (3) the longest track (long and triple jump only) and

(4) the most horizontal movement (swimming only). The

final track is selected according to the best average ranking:

Tfinal = argmin
T

′

i

4∑

k=1

rk (T
′
i) (5)

It also determines the pose sequence of the athlete. Fig-

ure 2 depicts an example for track ranking in an under water

swimming recording.

3.3. Event detection on pose statistics

The pose sequence allows us to extract timestamps that

mark important motion events. For swimming, we propose

to directly identify events based on pose statistics, as the

number of training examples is limited and hinders learning

a pose-to-event model purely from data. We employ robust

decision rules on an observed pose sequence that leverage

the fixed temporal structure of the expected motion and the

known and fixed camera setting. In our case, we detect three

different categories of events. (1) Position-based events oc-

cur when the athlete reaches a certain absolute position in

a camera view. In our case, we detect the timestamps of

the athlete reaching fixed horizontal distance markings in

the calibrated under water cameras. They are used to mea-

sure the time for the athlete to cover the first five, ten and

fifteen meters. The detection is simply based on the esti-

mated head position surpassing the distance markings. (2)

Presence-based events occur when a specific body part is

visible for the first or last time in a camera view. Specifi-

cally, we detect the begin of the dive-in after jumping from

the starting block. It is defined as the first timestamp where

the athlete’s head touches the water in the above water cam-

era view. We identify it by a clear reduction in confidence

of the head detection due to its invisibility. (3) Pose-based

events are defined by the athlete or a subset of his body

parts appearing in a certain pose configuration. In our spe-

cific scenario we detect the timestamp of last contact of the

foot and the starting block as well as the first under water

dolphin kick after dive-in. The former can typically be in-

ferred from the knee angle being maximal when the foot

leaves the starting block The dolphin kick can be inversely

detected by the smallest knee angle after dive-in.

For robust event detections we require the above-

mentioned pose characteristics (e.g. low detection confi-

dence or small knee angle) to be present for multiple frames

to avoid missdetections due to single, erroneous pose esti-

mates. Additionally, we enforce all event detection to be in

the correct order and to appear in the correct camera view.

3.4. Event detection via sequence-to-sequence
translation

In the domain of long- and triple jump recordings, our

goal is to precisely detect stride related events. Specifically,

we want to detect every begin and end of ground contact

of an athlete’s foot on the running track. Given a video of

length N , we denote the set of event occurrences of type

c ∈ C as ec = (ec,1, . . . , ec,E). Each occurrence ec,i is

simply a video frame index. We do not explicitly distin-

guish between ground contact of the left and right foot, i.e.

C = {step begin, step end}. In contrast to swimming, di-

rectly inferring these events from 2D pose sequences with

simple decision rules is difficult due to varying camera

viewpoints and the a priori unknown number of event oc-

currences [27]. Instead, we use a set of annotated videos

and the extracted pose sequences to train a CNN for event

inference.

Based on prior work [2, 7, 15], we adopt the notion of a

temporal convolutional neural network that translates com-

pact input sequences into a target objective. We build upon

the concept of representing discrete event detection in hu-

man motion as a continuous translation task [5]. Given the

input pose sequence p, the objective is to predict a timing

indicator fc(t) for every frame index t, that represents the

duration from t to the next event occurrence of type c:

fc(t) = min
ec,i∈ec

ec,i≥t

ec,i − t

tmax

. (6)

The duration is normalized by a constant tmax to ensure

that the target objective is in [0, 1]. Analogously, a second

objective function bc(t) ∈ [−1, 0] is defined to represent

the backwards (negative) duration to the closest previous

event of type c. Every event occurrence is identified by

fc(t) = bc(t) = 0. This type of objective encoding circum-

vents the huge imbalance of event- and non-event exam-

ples. It provides a uniformly distributed label with semanti-

cal meaning to every frame index and every input pose.

3.4.1 Network architecture

The proposed CNN architecture for learning this sequence

translation task follows the generic temporal convolutional
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Figure 3. Overview of our CNN architecture for translating pose

sequences to event timing indicators. All convolutions except the

last have n = 180 kernels and do not use padding. The residual

connection in each TCN block slices its input along the temporal

axis to obtain matching dimensions.

network architecture (TCN) [1]. It is designed to map a

compact sequential input via repeated convolutions along

the temporal axis to a target sequence. The network con-

sists of B sequential residual blocks. Each block consists

of two convolutions, each followed by batch normalization,

rectified linear activation and dropout. It is surrounded by a

residual connection from block input to block output. Each

block uses dilated convolutions, starting with a dilation rate

of d = 1 and increasing it with every block by a factor of

two. The output of the final block is mapped to the required

output dimension with a non-temporal convolution of ker-

nel size one. In our case, we train a single network to jointly

predict the forward and backward timing indicators for both

event types. The network does not require the poses from an

entire video to infer the frequently repeating stride related

events. We limit the temporal receptive field of the network

with B = 3 blocks and convolution kernels of size w = 3
along the temporal axis. This leads to a temporal receptive

field of s = 29 time steps. Additionally, the TCN blocks

only use valid convolutions without any zero-padding [21].

Figure 3 gives an overview of the architecture.

During training, we randomly crop pose sequences of

size s from the training videos. The output for these exam-

ples consists of only the predictions at the central sequence

index m = ⌈s/2⌉. Additionally, sequences in a minibatch

are sampled from different videos to avoid correlated batch

statistics [21]. We train the network using a smooth-L1 (or

Huber) loss [9, 13] on the difference between predicted tim-

ing indicators f̂c(m), b̂c(m) and the ground truth. Figure 4

depicts the exemplary output on a triple jump video.

Figure 4. Raw output of our CNN-based pose sequence translation

for the last seven step begin events in a triple jump video. Events

are extracted from the predicted timing indicators, with f̂c(t) ≈
b̂c(m) ≈ 0. The example matches the one in Figure 1.

3.4.2 Pose normalization

Due to its fully convolutional nature, the input to our net-

work can be a sequence of pose estimates of variable length.

A pose at time t is represented as a 1D vector ∈ R
3K . In

contrast to [5] we include the detection score of each key-

point, as it contains information about detection uncertainty

and possible keypoint occlusion. We mask keypoints with

zeros if their score is below a minimal value cmin.

The input poses are normalized in order to train the net-

work on pose sequences with varying scales and differ-

ent video resolutions. We analyze three different normal-

ization strategies. Given a video and its pose sequence

p = (p1, . . . , pN ), we denote the normalized pose at time

t as p′t. Our first variant normalizes input poses on a global

video level. We set

p′t = norm (pt,p) , (7)

where norm(pt,p) min-max normalizes the image coor-

dinates in pt to [−1, 1] with respect to the observed coor-

dinates in p. This retains absolute motion of athlete and

camera throughout the video, but is susceptible to single

outlier keypoints. The second variant limits normalization

to a minimal temporal surrounding equal to the receptive

field of the network, with

p′t = norm (pt, (pt−m, . . . , pt+m)) . (8)

Due to its locality it is more robust and largely removes ab-

solute motion on video level. However, since each pose is

normalized with respect to its own, different temporal sur-

rounding, adjacent normalized poses p′t, p
′
t+1 are no longer

directly comparable. Finally, the third variant tries to com-

bine the advantages of the former strategies with a sequence

based normalization. We manually extract overlapping sub-

sequences of size s from the video and normalize all poses

within equally. This effectively changes the operation of our

network during inference. In order to compute the network

output at a single time index t, we extract the surrounding



sub-sequence and jointly normalize it:

p′i = norm (pi, (pt−m, . . . , pt+m)) ∀i=t−m:t+m (9)

This retains a local normalization and keeps adjacent poses

inside of a sub-sequence comparable. The drawback is that

for each output, a differently normalized sub-sequences has

to be processed. It removes the computational efficiency

of a convolutional network. However, the small size of the

network still keeps processing time for an entire video pose

sequence in the order of seconds.

3.4.3 Pose sequence augmentation

During training and inference, the input poses to our se-

quence translation network are estimates themselves, in-

cluding missing, wrong or imprecise pose estimates. The

network needs to learn to cope with imperfect data. We

therefore want to enhance the training data to reflect the

variability and the error modes of pose estimates that the

model encounters during inference. Simply augmenting the

training data by randomly perturbing input poses is not con-

vincing. Adding pose and motion agnostics noise might in-

troduce error modes that are not present during test time.

Our proposal is to extract pose sequences from the training

videos multiple times with slightly different pose estima-

tion models. In our case we use original Mask R-CNN as

well as its high spatial precision variant. Additionally, we

use multiple different checkpoints from the fine-tuning of

both models, each leading to unique pose sequences with

potentially different, but realistic error modes.

4. Experimental setting

We evaluate our approach to human pose estimation, ath-

lete tracking and subsequent event detection on real world

video recordings. For swimming, our dataset consists of

105 recordings of swim starts, each comprising of four syn-

chronized camera at 50 fps: one above water and three

under water. All recordings are annotated with the event

types C = {jump off, dive-in, first kick, 5m, 10m, 15m}.

Each event occurs exactly once per recording. We use

23 recordings for optimization of tracking and event de-

tection parameters. For long and triple jump, we use 167

monocular recordings at 200 fps from various training and

competition sites, of which 117 are used for training and

validation. They are labeled with event occurrences of

C = {step begin, step end}. Due to the repetitive motion,

each event type occurs nine times per video on average.

Extraction of 2D pose candidates We use Mask R-

CNN, pre-trained on COCO [18], and separately fine-tune

the model on sampled and annotated video frames from

both domains. For swimming, we use 2500 frames, an-

notated with a standard K = 14 body model. For long

and triple jump, a total of 3500 frames are annotated with

K = 20 keypoints, specifically including the feet of the

athlete. The Mask R-CNN model is fine-tuned with a batch

size of 8 for 140 epochs, a base learning rate of 0.1 and a

reduction by 0.1 after 120 epochs. We process all videos

and camera views frame-by-frame and extract the D = 3
highest scoring athlete detections and their pose estimates.

Athlete tracking Given the multiple detections per

video frame, we apply our athlete tracking strategy to ob-

tain a single detection and pose sequence per video. For

swimming, each camera view is processed independently

and therefore has its own pose sequence. We speed up pose

inference and tracking by only processing a camera view

if the athlete already appeared in the previous camera. All

tracking parameters τ are optimized with a grid search on

the training videos. For long- and triple jump videos, track-

ing is optimized for athlete detection performance on the

pose-annotated video frames. For swimming, we jointly

optimize tracking parameters and the hand-crafted event de-

tection decision rules directly for event detection perfor-

mance.

Long and triple jump event timing estimation The

temporal convolutional network for event timing predic-

tion in long and triple jump is trained on the inferred 2D

pose sequences from all training videos They contain 2167
step events, equally distributed among step begin and step

end. We extract training sequences of length s = 29 from

the per-video pose sequences, leading to a total training

set of 65k different input pose sequences. The network is

trained with a batch size of 512, dropout rate of 0.1 and a

base learning rate of 1e-2 using the Adam optimizer for 20

epochs or until convergence. The learning rate is reduced

by 0.3 after 10 epochs. Discrete event occurrences are ex-

tracted as shown in Figure 4.

Evaluation protocols After extracting event predictions

for each recording in the test set, we exclusively assign ev-

ery prediction to its closest ground truth event. A prediction

is correct if its absolute temporal distance to the assigned

ground truth does not exceed a maximum frame distance

∆t. We report detection performance at maximum frame

distances of ∆t ∈ [1, 3]. We do not consider ∆t = 0, since

even annotations by humans often deviate by one frame. At

the same time, event detection performance usually satu-

rates at ∆t = 3 despite the different frame rates in swim-

ming and long and triple jump. Given a maximum frame

distance, we report precision, recall and the combined F1

score. Figure 1 shows qualitative examples of detected

events.

We additionally measure pose estimation performance

with the standard percentage of correct keypoints (PCK)

metric [22] on a pose-annotated test set of 600 frames for

swimming and 1000 frames for long and triple jump. For

athlete detection, we report the standard average precision

(AP) metric [18] at a required bounding box IoU of 0.75



Swimming Long/triple jump

PCK@0.05 / 0.1 / 0.2

Mask R-CNN 50.7 / 78.0 / 92.5 70.0 / 88.8 / 95.1

+ high res. 51.8 / 78.4 / 92.4 72.4 / 89.1 / 95.1

Table 1. Results on per-frame human pose estimation on test

videos. We compare the original Mask R-CNN architecture and

a high resolution variant.

on the same set of frames. For swimming, we also report

the false positive rate (FPR) of our tracking approach on a

separate set of video frames that do not depict the athlete of

interest. Note that all metrics are reported as a percentage.

5. Results

5.1. Per-frame pose estimation

Table 1 shows the pose estimation results on test set

frames. We report these results as reference for the pose

estimation fidelity on which the subsequent tracking and

event detection pipeline operates. The table shows PCK re-

sults at thresholds of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2, which correspond

to a very high, high and low spatial precision in keypoint

estimates. With the original Mask R-CNN architecture we

achieve PCK values of 70.0, 88.8 and 95.1 for long and

triple jump. Especially the value at PCK@0.1 indicates that

the model produces reliable and precise keypoint estimates

for the vast majority of test set keypoints. The high resolu-

tion variant of Mask R-CNN leads to another gain in PCK

of up to +2.4 at the highest precision level. For swimming,

we achieve a base result of 50.7, 78.0 and 92.5 for the re-

spective PCK levels, with a notable drop in high precision

keypoint estimation compared to the athletics videos. The

main difference is the aquatic environment, the static cam-

eras leading to truncated poses and the lower number of an-

notated training frames. Especially the underwater recor-

dings are known to pose unique challenges like the visual

clutter due to bubbles and low contrast [28] (see Figure 2).

High resolution Mask R-CNN leads to a small gain in high

precision PCK of up to +1.1, but otherwise seems to suffer

from the same difficulties.

5.2. Athlete tracking

Table 2 shows results on athlete bounding box detection.

The reported AP is measured on the same set of test set

frames that is used in pose estimation evaluation. These

frames all are positive examples, i.e. the athlete of interest

is known to be seen. We evaluate our tracking approach

by processing the complete video recordings and filtering

for the detections in those specific frames. We compare

this result to an optimistic baseline, where we directly apply

Mask R-CNN to only those frames, avoiding the necessity

Swimming Long/triple jump

AP0.75 FPR AP0.75

Mask R-CNN 75.3 6.2 97.9

+ tracking 76.0 2.1 97.9

Table 2. Results on athlete detection in positive (AP) and negative

(FPR) frames with our tracking strategy. Performance is compared

to an optimistic baseline with per-frame Mask R-CNN results.

for tracking. For long and triple jump, tracking is on par

with the optimistic baseline. Despite tracking being guar-

anteed to find a single, temporally consistent detection se-

quence, it is still able to retain the same recall. But with

an average precision of 97.9, the detection quality of Mask

R-CNN alone is already very high for this domain. In con-

trast, the detection performance on swimming is consider-

ably lower. Tracking slightly surpasses the baseline by +0.7
with an AP of 76.0. It retains the recall of the optimistic

baseline and also improves the suppression of irrelevant de-

tections in the positive test set frames. One main difference

to the long and triple jump recordings is the multi-camera

setup, where the athlete is usually only visible in one or two

cameras at the same time. Tracking therefore also needs to

suppress detections in a large number of negative frames,

where the athlete of interest is not visible. Table 2 shows

the false positive rate (FPR) on our set of negative frames.

With tracking we obtain false detections in 2.1 percent of

the negative frames, which is considerably lower than the

6.2 FPR of the baseline.

5.3. Event detection in swimming

Table 3 shows the results on event detection in swimming

recordings when applying our hand-crafted decision rules

on pose sequences obtained via Mask R-CNN and tracking.

We only report the recall of event detections, as exactly one

event is detected per type and recording. At ∆t = 1 we al-

ready achieve a recall of at least 91.3 for the jump-off, dive-

in and the distance-based events. The majority of remaining

event occurrences is also detected correctly when we allow

a frame difference of ∆t = 3, with a recall of at least 97.1.

This shows that our approach of using hand-crafted deci-

sion rules on pose statistics is capable of precisely detecting

the vast majority of those event types. The only exception is

the recall for the first dolphin kick, which saturates at 89.4
even for frame differences ∆t > 3. The respective deci-

sion rule thus sometimes generates false positives that are

distant from the actual event occurrence. We observed that

nearly all of those false positives are detections of a small

knee angle during the second dolphin kick. The main cause

for this seem to be the unstable detections for hip, knee and

ankle keypoints during the first kick when large amounts of

bubbles are in the water from the dive-in.



Recall at ∆t = 1 ∆t = 3

Jump-off 91.4 97.1

Head dive-in 92.9 98.6

First kick 84.8 89.4

5m/10m/15m 91.3 99.0

Table 3. Results on event detection in swimming recordings at dif-

ferent temporal precision levels ∆t.

5.4. Event detection in long and triple jump

Table 4 shows the results on event detection in long and

triple jump recordings. Our base model operates on pose

sequences obtained with high resolution Mask R-CNN and

our temporal athlete tracking. Input poses are sequence nor-

malized (Equation 9). No additional data augmentation is

applied. The results on the event types step begin and step

end are averaged, as they do not show distinct differences.

The base model already achieves a F1 score of 95.5 even at

the strictest evaluation level with ∆t = 1. It correctly de-

tects the vast majority of the step-related events, with true

positives having a mean deviation of only 2ms from the

ground truth. The F1 score improves to 98.4 at the more re-

laxed evaluation with ∆t = 3. With a precision of 99.5, the

only remaining error modes are false negatives, i.e. events

that simply do not get detected no matter the temporal pre-

cision ∆t. We also compare our base model to a variant

that uses pose estimates from a regular Mask R-CNN model

without the high resolution extension. The loss in high pre-

cision pose estimation from Table 1 translates to a reduction

of −1.1 in F1 score at ∆t = 1. There are only marginal dif-

ferences at lower temporal precision. This shows that de-

spite regular Mask R-CNN already achieving very reliable

pose estimates in this domain, additional improvements in

keypoint precision can still be leveraged by our pose se-

quence model.

We additionally explore the effects of different pose nor-

malizations, as proposed in Section 3.4.2. Table 4 (mid)

shows a large drop in F1 score of up to −5.8 when input

poses are normalized globally (Equation 7). This clearly

indicates that retaining information about absolute motion

in a video hinders precise event detection in this domain.

Consequently, performance largely recovers when using lo-

cal pose normalization from Equation 8. But the fact that

poses in an input sequence are all normalized differently

still leads to loss of up to −1.5 in F1 score compared to the

base model. It proves that the sequence-based normaliza-

tion indeed combines the advantages of the other two nor-

malization methods, leading to a highly suitable pose repre-

sentation for event detection.

Finally, Table 4 (bottom) shows the result when using

pose sequence augmentation. The CNN-based sequence

translation is trained with pose sequences extracted with

F1 score at ∆t = 1 ∆t = 2 ∆t = 3

Base model 95.5 98.1 98.4

w/o high res. 94.4 98.3 98.6

w/ global norm. 88.6 94.5 96.6

w/ local norm. 94.0 97.7 98.3

w/ pose augmentation 96.7 98.4 98.8

Table 4. Results on event detection in long and triple jump, with

different variants of our CNN-based event detection.

different pose estimation models. We use three different

checkpoints during fine-tuning of original and high reso-

lution Mask R-CNN. This leads to our best performing

model, with additional gains for all precision levels ∆t of

up to +1.2 in F1 score. The further improvement confirms

that augmenting pose sequences with realistic error modes

from various pose estimation models is a valid strategy. If

needed, it could even be extended to include pose estimates

from entirely different models.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a practical approach

to motion event detection in athlete recordings. It avoids

the need to develop a complete end-to-end vision model for

this highly domain-dependent task. Instead, we build on the

state-of-the art in human pose estimation to obtain a com-

pact description of an athlete’s motion in a video. Our first

contribution is a flexible tracking strategy for a single ath-

lete of interest that suppresses hardly avoidable missdetec-

tions of other athletes and bystanders. We showed how do-

main knowledge about appearance and motion can be lever-

aged to obtain consistent detection and pose sequences. Our

second contribution are two different approaches to event

detection on pose sequences. For swimming, we showed

how robust decision rules on pose statistics can already

achieve convincing results, despite limited data. With a suf-

ficient set of annotated event occurrences, we additionally

showed how a CNN-based sequence translation can be used

to learn event inference in the domain of long and triple

jump. We focused on finding appropriate pose normaliza-

tion and augmentation strategies, leading to a highly reliable

model with hardly any error modes. Both approaches are

not strictly limited to the specific domains we applied them

to, but rather show the flexibility of human pose sequences

as a foundation for motion event detection.
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